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A polarization-switchable single photon source is demonstrated by embedding a self-assembled
quantum dot in a high-quality, electrically gated, oxide-apertured micropillar cavity. Due to the
noncircular aperture, the polarization degeneracy of the fundamental cavity mode is lifted, leaving
two linearly polarized Q�20 000 modes separated by 194 �eV. An intracavity electric field
generated by an applied bias enables Stark shift tuning of the quantum dot emission over a
frequency range containing both polarization modes, switching the dominant single photon
polarization through the Purcell effect. We measure polarization switching up to 300 kHz, limited by
the RC time constant of the device. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2978396�

Self-assembled quantum dots �QDs� embedded in micro-
cavities have been used to demonstrate a range of novel op-
tical devices with potential for future technologies. To date,
this has included bright sources of single photons,1,2 ultralow
threshold lasers,3 and cavity quantum electrodynamic �QED�
devices.4–6 One of the advantages of the QD microcavity
system is that the QD behaves like an atom that is perma-
nently trapped in its semiconductor matrix, negating the use
of trapping lasers as in atomic cavity QED systems.7,8 The
disadvantage of using QDs is that they are not identical like
atoms. Because of this fact, the QD microcavity system must
take advantage of an external control to achieve spectral
resonance. To date, this has been done by shifting the QD
with temperature4,5 or by shifting the microcavity mode by
depositing a small amount of material onto the structure.9,10

In principle, the QD energy could be tuned with an electric
field by the quantum confined Stark effect.11,12 In this letter,
the Stark effect is used to demonstrate a novel single photon
device where a QD embedded in an oxide-apertured micro-
pillar cavity is electrically tuned into resonance with two
orthogonally polarized cavity modes, creating a polarization-
switchable single photon source.

The types of cavities used in the experiments are oxide-
apertured micropillars.13,14 In these micropillars, optical con-
finement in the growth direction is provided by two distrib-
uted Bragg reflector �DBR� stacks made of alternating layers
of GaAs and Al0.9Ga0.1As. Lateral confinement is provided
by the index contrast between the unoxidized AlAs and the
AlOx in the aperture region. This type of gentle confinement
has been shown to achieve a quality factor Q of up to
48 000.14 Additionally, the aperture can be engineered to be
noncircular, for example, by exploiting the fact that the oxi-
dation proceeds at different rates along different crystalline
axes.15 The ellipticity of the aperture breaks the polarization
degeneracy of the fundamental HE1,�1 mode,2,16 leaving two
linearly polarized modes with small energy splitting, as
shown in Fig. 1. In the cavity considered here, Qs were
18 920 and 19 320 for the horizontally and vertically polar-
ized modes, respectively; the polarization visibility was 0.95

for each mode and the mode splitting � was 194 �eV.
Samples are grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a

semi-insulating GaAs �100� substrate. There are four sections
in the structure, the bottom mirror, the active region, the
oxide-aperture region, and the top mirror as described in
more detail in a previous study.14 The active region contains
a centered InAs QD layer grown in the Stranski–Krastanov
growth mode. The optical GaAs cavity is Si n-doped up to
20 nm above the single layer of QDs providing a back gate.
The first GaAs DBR period in the bottom mirror is C
p-doped providing a top gate. Two etch windows with selec-
tive countersink depth are created using reactive ion etch
�RIE� in Cl2 plasma away from the cavities and contacted
using a Ti/Pt/Au metallization. Cavity trenches were formed
by optical lithography and RIE penetrating approximately
five mirror periods into the bottom DBR. This etches small
trenches in the surface that are used to define the AlOx oxi-
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FIG. 1. �a� The spectra of the nondegenerate fundamental modes as a func-
tion of polarizer angle. ��b�–�c�� The spectra of the H and V modes, respec-
tively, with Lorentzian fits yielding Q=18 920 and Q=19 320.
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dation front. Tapered AlOx apertures are formed laterally
during steam oxidation within the cavity area creating inner
openings of 0.5–2 �m. The doped layers enable electrical
gating of the sample that in turn creates an adjustable electric
field over the QD region. This external field causes the QD
emission to spectrally shift, a phenomena known as the
quantum confined Stark effect.11

All measurements are performed in a He-flow cryostat at
4.2 K. Microphotoluminescence spectroscopy is imple-
mented by focusing 500 nW of 860 nm laser through a high-
power �numerical aperture of 0.42� objective onto the sample
surface. The emission is then directed to a spectrometer
equipped with a charge coupled device �CCD� array, yielding
a spectral resolution of 30 �eV or to two avalanche photo-
diodes �APDs� for single photon correlation measurements.
The sample is electrically connected to a function generator
capable of operating up to 50 MHz. As shown in the device
in Figs. 2�a�–2�c�, emission from a QD can be electrically
tuned into resonance with the modes from Fig. 1. Near 7.62
V, the QD emission is in resonance with the H-mode. Be-
cause of the Purcell effect, QD emission into this mode is
enhanced by the Purcell factor Fp, while V-polarized emis-
sion is inhibited by a factor denoted as �in. As a result, the
emission is dominantly H-polarized with a ratio of Fp /�in.
Similarly, at 8.86 V, the emission is in resonance with the
V-mode and is dominantly V-polarized. In this way, the po-
larization of the single photons emitted by the QD can be
electrically switched between dominantly H and V. Figure
2�d� shows the spectra as a function of time with a 100 mHz
sinusoidal drive bias demonstrating the principle of polariza-
tion switching. This frequency was chosen in order to pro-
vide a sufficient drive frequency to the sampling frequency
ratio of the CCD array. The QD emission clearly oscillates at
the drive frequency between the two modes, emitting single
photons whose polarization are switched at the same drive
frequency. In addition, another off-resonant QD can be seen
slightly higher in energy and spectrally oscillates at the drive
frequency. For the pump powers used here, the second order
correlation function g�2���� always has a value g�2��0�
�0.15, as shown in Fig. 2�e�, well below the minimum of
0.5 required to prove a single photon operation. Note that in
comparison to the QD Stark effect literature,11 the applied
biases used here are much larger. This is due to large contact
resistances but based on the amount of spectral tuning, the

electric field at the QDs is approximately 50 kV/cm and var-
ies by approximately 40 kV/cm.

To probe the quality of the polarization switching and to
find its temporal limit, we measured switching as a function
of drive frequency. This was accomplished by using a dc bias
to place the QD emission spectrally equidistant from each
mode, and then applying an additional ac square wave to
oscillate the QD. The amplitude of the square wave was set
so that the QD could reach both modes at low frequency. H
and V polarized photons were separated at a polarizing
beamsplitter and each detected at an APD. The signal from
the APDs was sent to a multichannel analyzer triggered by
the function generator. Normalized integrated photon counts
as a function of time for each polarization are shown in Fig.
3 for drive frequencies of 10, 30, 100, and 300 kHz at con-
stant drive amplitude with H�V� detection events in dashed
magenta �straight blue�. As can be seen clearly in the 10 kHz
measurements, the signals have both a slow and fast tempo-
ral component, with the slow component vanishing for the
higher frequency measurements. This will be explored in de-
tail in the next section.

For a given drive frequency, the quality of the polariza-
tion switching can be quantitatively described by the average
of the visibilities of the count rate oscillations, as shown in
Fig. 3, where the visibility is defined as Vp��Imax

− Imin� / �Imax+ Imin� for each polarization measurement. Fig-
ure 4 summarizes the average visibility as a function of drive
frequency with constant drive amplitude. Because the system
has a limited frequency response, the visibility is expected to
drop off once the frequency cutoff is surpassed and the am-
plitude of the spectral oscillation of the QD is not large
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FIG. 2. ��a�–�c�� The spectra for applied biases of 7.62, 8.33, and 8.86 V,
showing the QD in resonance with the H mode, in between both modes, and
in resonance with the V mode. �d� The spectra as a function of time with a
100 mHz sinusoidal driving bias. �e� The second order correlation function
g�2���� for the QD in resonance with the H mode.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� ��a�–�d�� Normalized and time-integrated APD
counts for switching at drive frequencies of 10, 30, 100, and 300 kHz.
H�V�-polarization is denoted in dashed magenta �straight blue�.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The average polarization visibility as a function of
drive frequency with constant amplitude. A fit to the data using Eqs. �1� and
�2� yields a thermal cutoff frequency of 14�4.1 kHz and an RC cutoff
frequency of 1.09�0.10 MHz.
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enough to reach the modes. As Fig. 4 clearly shows, there are
two cutoff frequencies, one around 10 kHz and another near
1 MHz. This was expected as two temporal components were
visible in Fig. 3�a�. We hypothesize and later verify that the
lower frequency cutoff corresponds to the current-induced
heating of the sample and the higher frequency corresponds
to the RC electrical cutoff. To model the dependence of the
visibility on drive frequency, the emission intensity of each
polarization as a function of QD spectral position must be
known. This dependence can be well approximated by a
Lorentzian with width �height� determined by the Q-factor
�Purcell factor Fp� and a constant background due to the
inhibited decay into modes other than the cavity �in. The
average visibility can then be expressed as

Vp =
4���2Fp

�in��2 − 4�2�2 + �Fp + 2�in���2 + 4�2��2 + ��in + Fp��4 , �1�

where � is the QD spectral tuning amplitude, � is the mode
splitting, and � is the mode linewidth. � and � are known
from the optical spectrum �Fig. 1� and Fp was measured by
time-resolved spectroscopy to be approximately 5 for both
modes. �in can be determined as follows. At a sufficiently
low drive frequency the QD spectrally reaches both modes
so �=� /2. This value of � gives the highest possible visibil-
ity for this device and is measured to be 0.71�0.007, deter-
mining �in to be �0.85� .03�% of the bulk decay rate. The
maximum switching visibility is less than the pure mode
polarization visibility of 0.95 because of Fp and �in.

The frequency dependence of the QD spectral tuning
amplitude �=��	� can be described as the sum of two inco-
herent processes, each with a specific cutoff frequency. This
function is expressed as

��	� =
�/2

AT + 1� 	RC

�4
2	2 + 	RC
2

+
	TAT

�4
2	2 + 	T
2	 , �2�

where 	T �	RC� is the thermal �RC� cutoff frequency, and
AT is the relative strength of the thermal process. By substi-
tuting Eq. �2� into Eq. �1�, the visibility data can be fit. The
curve with best fit parameters is shown in Fig. 4. From this
fit, we determine the thermal cutoff frequency 	T to be
14�4.1 kHz and the RC cutoff frequency, 	RC to be
1.1�0.10 MHz. A simple estimate of the thermal cutoff us-
ing the low-temperature specific heat and thermal conductiv-
ity of GaAs, as well as the device size, yields a value of
approximately 10 kHz, which is in agreement with the fit.
Furthermore, additional low-temperature capacitance-voltage
measurements were performed to verify the origin of the
high frequency cutoff. The resistance and capacitance near
the working voltages of the experiment were found to be
1.7 k� and 0.49 nF, respectively, yielding an RC frequency
cutoff of 1.2 MHz, in agreement with the fit.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a method for on-
chip, single photon polarization switching by Stark tuning
emission from a single QD into resonance with two, high-
quality, orthogonally polarized cavity modes. While our
demonstration was temporally limited by the thermal con-
ductivity of the device and ultimately by the RC cutoff, fu-
ture implementations can be made faster reducing the current
and by decreasing the contact resistance and parasitic capaci-
tance. In principle, switching rates should be able to ap-
proach gigahertz frequencies, similar to recent results on fast

QD charging.17,18 Additionally, the polarization visibility was
limited in this case to 0.71 by Fp and �in. The visibility could
be increased to 0.96 if �in and Fp had values like those found
in photonic crystal defect cavities3 and the mode splitting
was increased by a factor of 2. The combination of these
advances will enable high visibility switching at gigahertz
frequencies. This kind of switching could enable high fre-
quency lock-in measurements of single QDs �Ref. 17� or fast
loading of a cavity for bias-controlled optical nonlinearities
in cavity QED.19–21 Furthermore, this type of single photon
polarization switching could have applications as an excita-
tion mechanism for other quantum systems or for classical
optical communication.
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